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New York Times Bestselling Author Holds World’s Quietest Book Launch

Columbia, MD: In what will surely be the quietest book launch to take place 
since social media was invented, New York Times bestselling author Debbi Mack 
will release her new novella and first-in-series book, Damaged Goods, on May 23, 
2020.

In Damaged Goods, unlicensed private eye Erica Jensen works as a 
“researcher” who performs background checks, conducts surveillance, and takes on 
other dubious assignments while battling PTSD and an opioid addiction. When a 
wealthy man hires her to find his missing daughter, Erica ends up with more work 
than she bargained for: a murder victim and unwanted attention from the killers.

While seeking the daughter, Erica uncovers evidence that raises questions about 
the dead man. Did the missing daughter know him? Did the victim have ties to an 
artifacts smuggling ring? As Erica tries to find the answers, she attracts the 
attention of people willing to kill to keep their secrets.

And here are some of the early reviews:

“Debbi Mack’s novella, Damaged Goods, is a fulfilling and exciting read and 
proof that the novella is alive and well. Highly recommended.  I also hope we will 
see more of Mack’s strong protagonist, Erica Jensen in the future.”

— David Swinson, author of The Second Girl and Trigger

"Best private eye novel I've read in ages. Pitch perfect pace and plot with a 
well-drawn protagonist."

— M. Ruth Myers, Shamus Award winning author of the Maggie Sullivan 
mystery series

“Marine veteran turned unlicensed PI Erica Jensen is a flawed and intriguing 
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heroine in this meticulous mystery. Charlie Fox would work alongside her any 
day!” 

— Zoë Sharp, author of Bad Turn

"A gritty, stunning portrayal of the impact and response to post traumatic stress, 
packaged inside a compelling mystery."

— Frank Zafiro, author of the Charlie-316 series

 "Erica Jensen is the tough PTSD-suffering Marine veteran and unlicensed PI in 
author Debbi Mack’s new series (apart from her Sam McRae books). In Damaged 
Goods, an apt metaphor, Erica seeks a missing person but stumbles onto antiquities 
smugglers—or worse. Offering up sleek prose and adopting the world-weary 
detective’s First Person style to great effect, Mack keeps the action rolling along 
while fleshing out a keeper of a protagonist. Excellent read for neo-noir and private 
eye fans!"

— W.D. Gagliani, author of The Judas Hit and the Nick Lupo Series 

You can buy Damaged Goods at the bargain basement price of $0.99 for a 
limited time only. Get your copy from any retailer listed here.

PS: This was originally written about the re-launch of Debbi’s fourth Sam 
McRae mystery novel, but well … that didn’t happen. There's a whole story she 
could tell you about that. Maybe in another press release memoir blog post.

http://www.debbimack.com/project/damaged-goods/

